
La literatura educativa gratuita de Polar ya está disponible 
en español. ¡Consiga la suya hoy junto con una muestra gratis!
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Polar Products Inc. is the leading worldwide manufacturer of high-quality, effective 
and affordable body cooling products for people with multiple sclerosis (MS). 
Learn more about our company and products at www.polarproducts.com.

EACH PERSON’S MS IS DIFFERENT 
It is important for your clients to choose the right type of cooling 
garments to meet their unique needs. Our informational materials can 
help your clients make informed choices about body cooling.

THERE IS NO “ONE SIZE FITS ALL” CHOICE FOR COOLING 
We are happy to send sample vests and accessories to your clinic or organization for your clients 
to see first-hand. Qualifying clinics and organizations: fax or e-mail the order form inside to request 
educational literature for your clients and FREE cooling vests for demonstration! Additional copies of 
this newsletter are available upon request.

FREE Educational Literature 
and Product Samples 

“I have MS and in January I entered into a CrossFit Competition. It 
is definitely a beginner’s one but it is one nonetheless. I am able to do 
this with the help of your cooling vest and accessories! Sometimes I 
just wear the vest, sometimes I wear it all! Thank you for doing what 
you do so I can do what I do! Freedom!” – Zoë in MT

Free To Be Active and Fit!

“I have the CoolFit® Kit and absolutely love it! As a person with MS who is very heat 
sensitive, it’s a workout essential... helps me stay as active as I can be!” – Kristin in NC



DO YOUR CLIENTS NEED FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE?
Polar Products is a proud supplier for the cooling programs offered by national MS non-profit organizations. Clients with MS who meet financial eligibility guidelines for the MSAA 
and MSF Cooling Programs can receive our cooling vests and accessories at no cost! We also offer discounts for clients who are referred to us by their healthcare Professional.

The MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS 
ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA (MSAA) 
offers year-round cooling programs 
for adults, teens and children. 
Polar supplies the following kits: 

• COOLFIT® KIT (Option B) includes lightweight wraps 
for the torso, neck, wrist and ankles. Ideal for an 
active, on-the-go lifestyle.

• KOOL MAX® ZIPPER VEST AND NECK 
WRAP (Option C) A cooling vest must fit 
snug to the body for optimal cooling. 
One size vest cannot fit all; our vest 
is available in size XS/Small up to size 
2XL/3XL! 

• CHILDREN’S COOLING VEST & NECK WRAP
For more information: Call MSAA at 1.800.532.7667 
or visit www.mymsaa.org/msaa-help/cooling/

Dear Polar Products, Thank you and MSAA so 
very much for my cooling vest. I never knew there 
was such a thing as a cooling vest until I saw it on 
Facebook by multiplesclerosis.net. I was thrilled to 

learn such a thing exists! I went to the Multiple 
Sclerosis Association of America to apply for my awesome, 

wonderful Polar Products cooling vest. It’s been such a blessing. 
Total life changer. I’m actually able to leave my house and DO 

things! Just can’t thank you and MSAA enough.
Sincerely, Erin C.     (PS: Stupid MS + heat = bummer.)

“Since receiving the MSF cooling accessory kit, I am able 
to keep cool while being outdoors in the summer. It has made 

such a difference in my life.” - Sharyn in FL

Cold and heat therapy can safely and 
effectively complement the pain relief 
methods prescribed by healthcare 
professionals. Polar Products offers a wide 
variety of cold and heat therapy products 
for migraines and headaches, including our 
circulating water Cool Flow® Head Cap.

“I absolutely love this 
migraine head cap and would 
recommend it to anyone 
suffering from frequent 
migraines. It has made a 
world of difference!” 
–  Heather in FL

COLD & HEAT THERAPY 
FOR MIGRAINE RELIEFThe MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS 

FOUNDATION (MSF) offers a 
seasonal cooling program. MSF 
offers a variety of Polar cooling 
vests and accessory kits:

• FASHION COOLING VEST AND NECK WRAP for men or 
women in sizes XS through 4XL. 

• COOL58® PHASE CHANGE COOLING 
ACCESSORIES KIT includes cooling hat, neck 
wrap and pair of wrist wraps. Neck wraps 
are now available in ten colors and 
patterns! Choice of straw hat, bucket 
hat or baseball cap. 

For more information: 
Call MSF at 1.888.MSFOCUS (673.6287) or visit 
www.msfocus.org/Get-Help/MSF-Programs-
Grants/Cooling-Program



HOT & COLD THERAPY FOR PAIN MANAGEMENT
Polar Products is well-known in the MS community 
for our body cooling systems, but did you know 
that we are also a leading manufacturer 
of hot and cold therapy products? We 
offer reusable cold/hot packs and 
microwaveable moist heat wraps in 
addition to a circulating cold water 
system for post-surgery pain relief. These 
therapy products can provide effective 
drug-free pain relief for musculoskeletal 
pain, chronic pain and other discomforts 
that people with MS often experience. 

FSA available for select therapy products.
Therapy products shown, clockwise from left:
1) Active Ice® Circulating Water Cold Therapy System, 2)Thera-Temp® Microwaveable Moist 
Heat Cervical Wrap, 3) Soft Ice® Shoulder Compression Wrap

POLAR Products Inc. 3380 Cavalier Trail • Stow, OH 44224 
Phone: 800.763.8423 • Fax: 330.253.4233 • E-mail: polar@polarproducts.com
See all of our body cooling and therapy products at www.polarproducts.com. @polarproducts

Come visit our booth as we attend our 15th consecutive year of the CMSC Annual 
Meeting at the Washington Convention Center in Seattle, WA, May 28th-June 1st, 2019.

Did you know that VA Hospitals will provide Polar’s body cooling vests and hot/cold therapy 
products at no cost to veterans? Polar Products is a proud supplier to VA Hospitals and MS 
Centers of Excellence nationwide. Our body cooling garments are used by veterans with 
multiple sclerosis, amputees and others with various heat-sensitive medical conditions.     
GSA Contract Holder: FSS #797D-30220

COOLING VESTS FOR RESEARCH STUDIES
Polar has supplied cooling vest systems for research studies to a wide variety of universities and 
hospitals worldwide, including Harvard University, Vanderbilt University, Johns Hopkins Medical 
Institute, Massachusetts General Hospital, University of Roehampton in London, University of 
Copenhagen, and Hôpital Européen Georges-Pompidou in Paris. Please contact us if we can assist 
your institution with your research! E-mail polar@polarproducts.com or call 1.800.763.8423.

“I’m a 100% disabled Air Force veteran who served in Afghanistan. I 
have been diagnosed with multiple sclerosis, lupus, fibromyalgia, chronic 
migraines and much more. It’s extremely hot where I live and I would have 
relapses whenever I had to go outside. My neurologist recommended 
Polar Products. In 2014, I purchased one of everything that was 
recommended for MS patients.  I’m now doing better and can actually 
do the things I used to do and not get super sick from the heat. The cloth 
products last through years of washes and the cool packs still continue 
the cooling effect for hours, like new. I recommend Polar Products to 
everyone! Whether you are an MS patient or just somebody who has 
trouble with heat, Polar Products does the job!” - J. in CA
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